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1. INTRODUCTION

Lignocellulosic biomass is an abundant renewable energy
source, but the complex interaction network of cellulose micro-
fibrils in plant cell walls causes vast recalcitrance toward de-
composition.1�4 Pretreatment for exposing the buried glycosidic
bonds to enable catalytic or enzymatic breakdown currently
involves high costs, limiting the viability of biomass as a feedstock
for fuel synethesis.5,6 Significant advancements in pretreatment
technology are thus urgently needed. Cellulose is not soluble in
water and most organic solvents but can be dissolved by certain
classes of ionic liquids (ILs) to an appreciable extent; the
molecular origins however, remain unclear.7�17 Although the
use of IL as a preteatment solvent still faces serious challenges in
cost, handling, and recycling,18,19 elucidating how the molecular
forces provided by IL molecules deconstruct crystalline cellulose
can potentially inform novel engineering strategies or designs of
pretreatment solvents.

Cellulose microfibrils in plant cell walls are slender aggregates
of glucan chains with a wide range of diameters (2�20 nm) and
lengths (0.1�100 μm).20�22 Individual glucan chains are linear
polymers composed of glucose residues linked together by β-1,4-
glycosidic bonds. In a cellulose microfibril, glucan chains are
aligned parallel to form flat sheets, and the sheets are stacked
together to form the rodlike material.23�25 The hydrogen-
bonding (HB) network in crystalline cellulose microfibril involves

three types of specific molecular interactions: intrachain OH 3 3 3O
hydrogen bonds (HBs) along a single chain, interchain OH 3 3 3O
HBs within a flat sheet, and intersheet CH 3 3 3O interactions
between staggered glucan chains in two different sheets
(Figure 1A).23�25 The donors and acceptors of OH 3 3 3O HBs
are from the equatorial hydroxyl groups and side chains of
glucose residues. Interchain OH 3 3 3OHBs had been considered
as the main cause of cellulose recalcitrance.7�10,26�29

CH 3 3 3O interactions in crystalline cellulose have high struc-
tural similarity with classical hydrogen bonds;30,31 donors are
from the axial CH groups in sugar rings, and acceptors are the
oxygen atoms in ether linkers, hydroxyl groups, and side chains.
In addition to their abundance, CH 3 3 3O HBs are the most
intransigent type of HBs as inferred from the fluctuations in their
distances and occupancies.32 On the hydrophobic, CH-exposing
surfaces of a cellulose microfibril, all-atom molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations illustrate that competitive hydrogen bonding
with water can disrupt in-plane OH 3 3 3O HBs but not the axial
CH 3 3 3O HBs.32 Therefore, structural fluctuations observed in
the MD simulations of cellulose in water highlight intersheet
interactions as a key contributor to recalcitrance. As shown later,
the energetics of cellulose deconstruction and water�glucan
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interactions calculated from free-energy simulations provide
further evidence for this result.

While water and most organic solvents cannot solubulize
cellulose, certain ionic liquids such as 1-butyl-3-methylimidazo-
lium chloride (BmimCl), were found to dissolve crystalline
cellulose to an appreciable extent.7�10 The predominant expla-
nation is that anions form hydrogen bonds with the equatorial
hydroxyl groups and side chains of glucose residues. In model
systems of water-soluble glucose or cellulobiose dissolved in IL,
NMR measurements of relaxation times show that the stoichio-
metry of the affected anions is comparable to that of the hydroxyl
groups.11�13 MD simulations of solvated oligosaccharides and
single glucan chains of different lengths also show strong HBs
between IL anions and the hydroxyl groups.14�16

Since intersheet CH 3 3 3O HBs are the most abundant and
robust component in the interaction network,32 IL anions
disrupting interchain OH 3 3 3O HBs alone is not sufficient for
explaining IL’s ability to dissolve cellulose.17 The amount of
crystalline cellulose that can be dissolved in IL is sensitive to the
properties of the charge-carrying moiety of the cation as well as
the length of its alkyl chains.7�10,17 However, the molecular
forces provided by IL molecules in cellulose deconstruction and
the specific roles of cations are largely unknown.

To map out the molecular origin of IL-induced cellulose
dissolution, we simulated cellulose deconstruction in water and

in BmimCl using all-atom force fields and explicit solventmodels.
In both solvents, we computed the potential of mean force
(PMF) of peeling off a glucan chain of 11 glucose residues from
the most exposed corner of a model cellulose microfibril
(Figure 1) by reaction path optimization and free-energy
simulations.33�35 A key challenge is dissecting how solvent
components contribute to sculpting the apparent PMFs of
cellulose deconstruction. Although the MD simulations per-
formed in PMF calculatons contain the desired information,
atomistic complexity often blurs physical mechanisms. Analysis
of structural properties can reveal useful insights but it only
provides indirect, convoluted information on interaction forces.
For example, if proximity between IL cations and glucose
residues was observed, cation�glucan interactions could be the
cause but anion�glucan interactions in conjunction with the
electrostatic coupling between anions and cations may also lead
to the same phenomenon. Therefore, unraveling the specific
roles of solvent components in cellulose deconstruction solely on
the basis of structure analysis is difficult.

To devise a physically intuitive, interaction-based approach to
elucidate the specific roles of solvent moieties in facilitating
cellulose deconstruction, we devised a coarse-graining (CG)
scheme (Figure 1C) to cluster atoms together according to their
functional groups. The positions of atoms recorded in an MD
trajectory are mapped to CG configurations and the atomistic

Figure 1. Simulation model of cellulose deconstruction. (A) Cross section of the model cellulose microfibril with 36 glucan chains. The corner chain
being peeled off is circled, the different surfaces of cellulose microfibril are also labeled, and the directions of interchain and intersheet interactions are
indicated. (B) Side view of the model cellulose microfibril. Each glucan chain has 16 glucose residues. (C) Coarse-graining scheme for computing the
radial mean forces and radial distribution functions between glucose and solvent molecules. (D) Snapshots of the energy-minimized reaction path for
peeling off the corner glucan chain labeled in panel A.
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forces are summed to determine the net forces on CG sites. We
then use a force matching method to decompose the net forces
on CG sites according to the configurations sampled in the same
all-atom MD trajectory to determine the radial mean forces
between site pairs.36 Integrals of radial mean forces define the CG
potentials for representing the strengths of site�site interactions
in the simulation model, including solvent�glucan pairs.

Free-energy simulations and coarse-grain analysis of force
interactions illustrate that versatility in coupling to glucose
residues from both equatorial and axial sides with sufficient
strength is desired for a pretreatment solvent to dissolve crystal-
line cellulose. Molecular-level elucidation of the specific roles of
IL anions and cations in cellulose deconstruction has been
difficult and not yet established via other means. Principles such
as optimizing cations to target the region around the side chain
and linker oxygen in a glucose residue can also be extracted from
simulation results for IL design. Deconstruction-state depen-
dence of the calculated solvent�glucan CG potentials highlights
specific stabilization and/or frustration of the different structure
states of cellulose as important design parameters for pretreat-
ment solvents.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

2.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulation. The recently devel-
oped CHARMM carbohydrate force fields37,38 are used for all
simulations performed in this work. The TIP3P model39 and an
atomic force field of BmimCl were used for explicit solvent
simulations. We developed an all-atom force field for the
BmimCl following the self-consistent protocol of CHARMM
force field development.40 The reported thermodynamic data of
BmimCl (densities and heat capacities)41,42 were employed in
the iterative validation against the intramolecular potential en-
ergy surfaces and the interaction energies with water obtained
from ab initio calculations.40,43 A similar strategy of force-field
development based on CHARMM parameters has also been
applied to different ILs and demonstrated predictability of an
array of experimental observables.44�46 Validation and improve-
ment of IL force field upon the availability of new experimental
data is a continuous effort of ours. The proposed framework of
dissecting force interactions in a simulation model can also be
utilized to analyze the emergent properties of different force
fields.
The model cellulose microfibril is adopted from those pre-

viously published,32 which contains 36 glucan chains each with
16 glucose residues. The microfibril alone has 12 207 atoms, a
diameter of 40 Å, and a length of 86 Å. In both water and
BmimCl, at least four solvent shells were added to each side of the
microfibril for solvation, and 18 931 water molecules were involved
in the water simulations, for a total of 69 000 atoms. For BmimCl,
3661 IL pairs were used to solvate the microfibril, resulting in
107 393 atoms in the BmimCl simulations. To mimic crystalline
cellulose microfibrils with a finite length system, harmonic
potentials with a force constant of 100 kcal 3mol�1

3Å
�2 were

added to restrain the C4 atoms at chain ends according to their
positions in a crystalline cellulose, except for those on the
solvent-exposing surfaces of the microfibril. The statistics of
interchain and intersheet HBs in the simulations of the finite
microfibril are in quantitative agreement with those observed in
simulations in which the covalent bonds along a glucan chain
are linked across the longitudinal periodic boundary to mimic
an infinitely long cellulose microfibril.32 Before heating to the

targeted thermodynamic states, 50 000 conjugated energy-mini-
mization steps are performed. Heating was done by random
velocity assignment with a 4 K/ps heating rate over 100 ps
followed by a 4 ns equilibration at the targeted thermodynamic
state using Langevin dynamics47 and a Langevin piston
barostat.48 The protocols of nonbound cutoffs, particle-mesh
Ewald parameters, and other details in MD simulation protocol
are the same as those previously published.32 All stimulations
were performed with the NAMD program;47 system setup and
analyses, force matching, and the calculations of RDFs were
performed with the CHARMM program49 and in-house codes.
2.2. Reaction Path Optimization and Free-Energy Simula-

tions. A model cellulose microfibril composed of 36 glucan
chains each with 16 glucose residues32 was developed based on
the IR form of crystalline cellulose (Figure 1). The most solvent-
exposed glucan chain on the (110) surface of microfibril is peeled
off from the reducing end (Figure 1). In the final replica, 11
glucose residues are peeled off away from the microfibril and
three glucose residues in the nonreducing end of the targeted
glucan chain are left on the surface. The peeled-off structure was
first stabilized by harmonic restraint potentials for reaction path
optimization33,34 with an implicit solvent model based on the
generalized Born theory.50 In the reaction path optimization
using a chain of replicas, the distances between neighboring
replicas along the path are defined by the Cartesian coordinates
of all the atoms of the peeled-off glucan chain and were all
maintained at the same value.33,34 By use of the intact and peeled-
off states of the microfibril as end replicas, several rounds of
reaction path optimization were performed to determine the
total number of replicas in the path. Starting from a three-replica
path with a single intermediate state, we double the resolution of
the path by inserting a new replica in between two neighboring
replicas in the previous round.33 The increase in resolution stops
when doubling the resolution results in only insignificant
changes ((1 kcal/mol) in the profile of the accumulated work.
The smooth, energy-minimized 32-replica path with the rmsd
(root-mean-squared difference) between neighboring replicas
being 0.67 Å was used as the initial path for finite-temperature
path optimization in explicit water.35

In the energy-minimized path, the total contact number
associated with the peeled-off glucan gradually decreases during
deconstruction. The total contact number51 of the heavy atoms
that form interchain OH 3 3 3O and CH 3 3 3O HBs with the
peeled-off glucan chain was used as the collective variable for path
optimization in explicit water at 300 K and 1 atm. RestrainedMD
simulations with a force constant of 50 kcal 3mol�1

3Å
�2 on the

collective variable were performed for 1 ns to calculated mean
forces.35 The averaged displacements of OH 3 3 3O and CH 3 3 3O
contacts observed in restrained MD simulations showed that re-
forming CH 3 3 3O contacts is the dominant mechanism for the
peeled-off chain to mend itself back to the surface of the
microfibril. Therefore, the weighting of OH 3 3 3O contacts in
describing deconstruction was gradually reduced to zero. This
result validates the relative robustness of interchain and inter-
sheet interactions in water as inferred from the structural
fluctuations observed in MD simulations32 and provides direct
evidence that disrupting CH 3 3 3O HBs dominates the free-
energy cost of cellulose deconstruction in water.
The CH 3 3 3O contact number was thus used as the collective

variable for PMF calculations. In water, the free-energy simula-
tion was carried out at 300 K and 1 atm. The mean forces were
calculated with 6 ns restrained MD simulations (after 100 ps of
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heating and 3 ns of equilibration) for 32 equally spaced values of
CH 3 3 3O contacts. In BmimCl, the free-energy simulation was
conducted at 450 K and 1 atm for accelerated dynamics
(experimental melting point 340 K for BmimCl) and is within
the temperature range of the experimental data used for force
field validation.41�43 Production runs (10 ns) after 100-ps heat-
ing and 3-ns equilibration were collected for computing themean
forces at the 32 equally spaced values of CH 3 3 3O contacts (the
same as in the water case) to compute the PMF of cellulose
deconstruction in BmimCl.
2.3. Dissecting Force Interactions by Coarse Graining. To

compute the interaction potentials between solvent and glucose
CG sites, configurations in all-atom MD simulations were saved
every 1.0 ps for force-matching calculations.36 The radial force
approximation was applied to the nonbonded interactions between
solvent�solvent and solvent�glucan CG sites with force tables
of 0.1 Å resolution. Between CG sites with covalent bonds,
harmonic bond potentials were used to describe their interac-
tions with the equilibrium lengths calculated from the ensemble
averages of the all-atom simulation data. Between glucose CG
sites in the cellulose microfibril, each site was connected to the
neighboring sites within a cutoff radius of 10 Å to form an initial
bond network; the actual number of elastic bonds attached to a
glucose CG site was then adjusted according to bond lengths to
reproduce the thermal fluctuations of CG sites calculated from
the all-atom MD simulation. The force constants were deter-
mined along with the force tables of nonbound interactions by
the force-matching method.36

In water, CG potentials calculated from the 6-ns replica-32
simulation quantitatively agree with those calculated from the
6-ns replica-1 simulation for glucose residues in the microfibril
thatwere not peeled off. If the 6-ns simulation data of all 32 replicas
were combined with separate force tables for glucose residues in
the peeled-off state and for those in the microfibril state, the
resulting CG potentials also agree with those calculated from the
replica-32 simulation, demonstrating reproducibility in the re-
sults of force matching. In BmimCl, the replica-32 simulation was
extended to 100 ns to obtain smooth CG potentials. For the
solvent�glucan CG potentials of glucose residues in the micro-
fibril state, quantitative agreement is achieved between the results
calculated from 100 ns replica-32 simulation and those from 100 ns
replica-1 simulation. For the solvent�glucan CG potentials in
both the peeled-off and the microfibril states, quantitative agree-
ment is also achieved between the results from the 100 ns replica-
32 simulation and those from combining the 10-nsMDdata of all
32 replicas. All glucose residues in the system were involved in
calculating CG potentials, but those on surfaces have the
dominant contribution to solvent interactions. If only surface
residues were used for force matching, the resulting CG poten-
tials are essentially the same. To examine the solvation structures
around the peeled-off chain at different deconstruction states, we
also computed the radial distribution functions (RDFs) between
the CG sites of solvent and glucose residues.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Potential of Mean Force of Peeling Off a Glucan Chain
from Cellulose Microfibril. At 300 K and 1 atm in water, the
calculated PMF of the cellulose deconstruction is shown in
Figure 2. The PMF increases with the progression of peeling
off the targeted glucan chain (Figure 1A) and reaches a value of
19.3 ( 1.2 kcal/mol at the final replica. The free-energy cost of

deconstructing a glucan from crystalline cellulose in water is thus
∼1.9 kcal/mol per glucose residue. This value is also close to
those reported in a recent simulation work.52

The PMF of peeling off the same corner glucan chain from the
microfibril in BmimCl is calculated at 450 K and 1 atm via 10 ns
production-stage restrained MD simulations for all 32 replicas.
BmimCl is a potent IL for dissolving cellulose,7�13 and the
calculated PMF of deconstruction is indeed downhill, as shown
in Figure 2, and is clearly distinct from the PMF in water.
Quantitative measurements of the solubility of crystalline cellu-
lose in IL and the transfer free energy of a glucan chain from the
crystalline phase to BmimCl are not available to the best of our
knowledge. This work thus provides a simulation-based predic-
tion to motivate such measurements for further validation and
improvement of the simulation model and IL force fields. We
also recognize that ILmolecules would affect all accessible glucan
chains, and the evolution in chain�chain packing and microfibril
conformation during deconstruction would bemore complicated
than the process simulated here, which focuses on peeling off a
single glucan chain while keeping the rest of the microfibril in its
crystalline arrangement (details are discussed in section 2.2). We
adopt this simple model process to compare the specific roles of
water and BmimCl in cellulose deconstruction under the same
procedure. Toward the end of peeling off the targeted chain after
the 0.8 value of deconstruction progression, an increase in the
BmimCl PMF followed by plateauing is observed, suggesting that
barrier crossing may be involved in deconstruction. Although the
calculated PMF in BmimCl is specific to the simulated model
process, kinetically trapped dissolution of cellulose in IL is indeed
often observed experimentally.9 Based on the PMF calculated in
BmimCl, the free-energy reduction of peeling off the glucan
chain is estimated to be around 2.0 kcal/mol per glucose residue.
The calculated PMFs of cellulose deconstruction agree with

the observations that cellulose can be dissolved in BmimCl but
not in water.7�13 To elucidate the molecular origin, we com-
puted the effective interactions between the CG sites of glucan
and solvent molecules. As shown in Figure 1C, the OH site
contains O2 and O3 hydroxyl groups; the SC site contains side-
chain atoms, the LO site contains only the linker oxygen, and the
Rng site contains the remaining atoms in the sugar ring. The
donors and acceptors of interchain OH 3 3 3OHBs are in OH and
SC sites, while the Rng sites contain CH 3 3 3O donors and the
OH, SC, and LO sites contain CH 3 3 3O acceptors. Each water
molecule is coarse-grained into a single site, and each BmimCl
molecule is coarse-grained into three sites: the Cl� single-atom

Figure 2. Potential of mean force, in kilocalories per mole, for peeling
off the corner glucan chain from the microfibril shown in Figure 1 in
water and in BmimCl.
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site, the Mim+ site containing the charge carrying portion of the
cation, and the Tail site containing the remaining aliphatic
groups. In this way, how solvent moieties target glucose residues
to disrupt the interaction network in cellulose can be analyzed
systematically. For example, the well depth in the CG potential
between OH and Cl� sites represents the anion’s ability to
disrupt interchain OH 3 3 3O HBs.
We calculated the radial mean forces between CG sites from

the positions and forces mapped from all-atom MD simulation
by a forcematchingmethod.36 The integrals of radial mean forces
define CG potentials between different site types in the simula-
tion model. Since the net forces acting on CG sites were decom-
posed according to the configurations sampled in the same MD
trajectory, CG potentials provide a deconvoluted view of the
specific molecular interactions in a multicomponent, condensed-
phase system.36,53 They also inform how solvent components in
the simulation model favor or disfavor the peeled-off state, at
which the targeted glucan chain has a higher number of solvent
contacts. A critical question is if solvent�glucan coupling
exhibits different stabilization effects depending on the structure
state of cellulose, especially when molecular solvents such as
water and IL are used. To learn this information from molecular
simulation, we compare the CG potentials of solvent�glucose
coupling at different states of cellulose deconstruction.
We categorize glucan�solvent CG potentials based on their

depths in the nearest-neighbor well. Since the free-energy cost or
reduction in peeling off the corner glucan chain in water and
BmimCl is around(2 kcal/mol, CG potentials with the nearest-
neighbor well lower than �2 kcal/mol are considered strongly
attractive, those between 0 and �2 kcal/mol are considered
weakly attractive, and others are considered repulsive.
3.2. Water CG Potentials Are State-Dependent and Lack

Driving Forces to Couple to Sugar Rings and Linker Oxy-
gens. The CG potentials between water and glucan sites
calculated from the simulation of replica-32 are shown in Figure 3
along with their radial distribution functions (RDFs). The weakly
attractive CG potential and RDF of theWat�Wat pair are shown

in Figure S1 (Supporting Information) for comparison.
Figure 3A and 3B indicate that water molecules exhibit weakly
attractive interactions with theOH and SC sites. Water�OHand
water�SC potentials have clear state dependence and become
more attractive in the peeled-off state, illustrating the driving
forces of water molecules to interact with the donors and
acceptors of interchain OH 3 3 3OHBs. The deconstruction-state
dependence of CG potentials also indicates that specific stabili-
zation of the different structure states of cellulose is indeed an
important property of pretreatment solvents.
The CG potentials between water and the Rng and LO sites

(Figure 1C,D), however, are repulsive or nearly repulsive.
Figure 3C shows that, for glucose residues on the microfibril,
Rng�Wat interactions are weakly attractive and become repul-
sive in the peeled-off state. This qualitative change illustrates the
lack of driving forces for exposing the aliphatic CH groups of
glucose residues in water. Furthermore, water molecules have
repulsive interactions with LO sites, another component of
CH 3 3 3O acceptors (Figure 3D). In addition to the results of
path optimization that show that CH 3 3 3O contacts are the
dominant mechanism for the peeled-off glucose residues to heal
themselves back, coarse-grain analysis of force interactions
provides further evidence that CH 3 3 3O contacts are the major
bottleneck for cellulose deconstruction in water.
3.3. BmimCl Anions Strongly Interact with the Hydroxyl

Groups of Glucose Residues. For OH and SC sites, the CG
potentials and RDFs with the Cl� andMim+ sites of BmimCl are
shown in Figure 4. The interactions between OH and Cl� sites
are strongly attractive, as expected (Figure 4A).11�16 In compar-
ison with glucose residues on the microfibril, the OH�Cl� pair
in the peeled-off state has a very similar CG potential. Although
the OH�Cl� potential is transferrable, distinct solvent struc-
tures around glucan chains are observed at different structure
states. The first-peak heights of OH�Cl�RDFs in the peeled-off
state and the microfibril states are very close, but the second peak
is much higher in the peeled-off state. Further analyses show that
this height increase in the second peak of OH�Cl� RDF comes

Figure 3. CG potentials and RDFs between CG sites of water and glucose residues defined in Figure 1C: (A) OH�Wat, (B) SC�Wat, (C) Rng�Wat,
and (D) LO�Wat.
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fromCl� ions interacting with the hydroxyl groups from the axial
directions after CH 3 3 3O contacts in the microfibril state are
removed in the peeled-off state. The OH�Cl� pair thus also
provides driving forces for disrupting intersheet interactions in
cellulose in addition to intrachain interactions. To side chains,
SC�Cl� interactions are only weakly attractive, and glucose
residues in the peeled-off and microfibril states also have very
similar CG potentials (Figure 4B). The CG potentials of
OH�Cl� and SC�Cl� pairs establish that Cl� anions disrupt
the interchain and intersheet interactions in cellulose mainly via
interactions with the OH sites of glucose residues.
To OH sites, the covalently linked Mim+ and Tail sites of

cations exhibit weakly attractive or repulsive interactions.
Figure 4C shows the CG potentials and RDFs of the OH�Mim+

pair, and Figure S2A (Supporting Information) shows those of
the OH�Tail pair. The OH�Mim+ interaction is repulsive for
glucose residues in the microfibril state and weakly attractive for
those in the peeled-off state; the OH�Tail pair follows a similar
trend. These results indicate that the limited space around
glucose residues on the microfibril hindered the formation of
OH�cation contacts and their interactions become more attrac-
tive after the glucan chain is peeled off. In the peeled-off state, the
OH�Mim+ and OH�Tail RDFs clearly have higher peaks; see
Figure 4C and Figure S2A (Supporting Information).
To equatorial SC sites, the covalently linked Mim+ and Tail

sites of BmimCl cations exhibit strongly attractive interactions
with glucose residues in the peeled-off state and weakly attractive
interactions for those in the microfibril state; see Figure 4D and
Figure S2B (Supporting Information). The SC�Mim+ and
SC�Tail RDFs shown in the same figures indicate higher
concentrations of cation moieties around the glucan chain after
it is peeled off. Coarse-grain analysis establishes that the amphi-
philic glucose side chains and IL cations better interact with each
other in the peeled-off state. As SC sites are involved in forming

OH 3 3 3O HBs as well as CH 3 3 3O HBs, cations also provide
strong driving forces to disrupt the interchain as well as intersheet
interactions in cellulose.
3.4. BmimCl Cations Strongly Interact with Side Chains

and Linker Oxygens in Glucose Residues. The above analysis
of IL�glucan coupling reveals that both anions and cations
participate in targeting the equatorial groups of glucose residues
for cellulose deconstruction. Anions dominate the coupling to
OH sites, whereas cations interact with SC sites more favorably.
Both equatorial sites participate in forming interchain OH 3 3 3O
HBs and intersheet CH 3 3 3OHBs, and IL anions and cations are
thus both involved in disrupting these interactions in cellulose.
The CH groups protruding outward along the axial directions

of sugar ring are donors of the intersheet CH 3 3 3O HBs in
cellulose32 and are coarse-grained into the Rng sites as shown in
Figure 1C. CH 3 3 3O acceptors include the OH site and linker
oxygens that are assigned a stand-alone CG site. Figure 5A shows
that the Rng�Cl� pair has a repulsive CG potential for glucose
residues in the microfibril state but a weakly attractive CG
potential for residues in the peeled-off state. Therefore, Cl�

anions contribute to disrupting intersheet interactions also by
interacting with CH donors in addition to their strong coupling
to OH sites. The LO�Cl� pair is repulsive in both states
(Figure 5B).
The Rng�Mim+ CG potentials have a state dependence

opposite to those of the Rng�Cl� pair. The Rng�Mim+ pair
is weakly attractive for glucose residues in themicrofibril state but
repulsive for those in the peeled-off state (Figure 5C), and the
Rng�Tail pair follows a similar trend as shown in Figure S2C
(Supporting Information). Cl� and Mim+ both contain accep-
tors to interact with the axial CH donors in Rng sites, and the
opposite dependence of Rng�Mim+ and Rng�Cl� pairs on
deconstruction state indicates the complementarity of cations
and anions in coupling to the Rng sites. For glucose residues in

Figure 4. CGpotentials and RDFs between CG sites of BmimCl and hydroxyl (OH) and side-chain (SC) sites of glucose residues defined in Figure 1C:
(A) OH�Cl�, (B) SC�Cl�, (C) OH�Mim+, and (D) SC�Mim+.
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the microfibril state, the surface topology allows favorable Rng�
Mim+ coupling, but not in the peeled-off state (Figure 5C). The
aforementioned access of Cl� anions to OH sites from the axial
directions of glucose residues in the peeled-off state facilitates
Rng�Cl� coupling but also hinders Rng�Mim+ interactions.
Furthermore, as SC�Mim+ and SC�Tail CG potentials both
become more attractive in the peeled-off state via axial access,
Rng�Mim+ and Rng�Tail coupling is further inhibited. The
responsive state dependence of the CG potentials of Rng�cation
pairs reflects the weak nature of their interactions.

On the other hand, the LO�Mim+ pair exhibits strongly
attractive interactions for the peeled-off glucose residues and
weakly attractive interactions for those on the microfibril
(Figure 5D). The LO�Tail pair follows a similar qualitative
trend and is weakly attractive in the peeled-off state and repulsive
for glucose residues in the microfibril state (Figure S2D, Sup-
porting Information). The LO�Mim+ and LO�Tail CG poten-
tials and their state dependence indicate that Bmim cations
provide strong driving forces to target linker oxygens in addition
to side chains for deconstructing cellulose.

Figure 5. CGpotentials and RDFs between CG sites of BmimCl and CG sites of sugar rings and linker oxygens of glucose residues defined in Figure 1C:
(A) Rng�Cl�, (B) LO�Cl�, (C) Rng�Mim+, and (D) LO�Mim+.

Figure 6. Representation of the solvent versatility provided by water and BmimCl molecules in interacting with glucose residues in the microfibril and
the peeled-off glucan chain.
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The CG potentials and RDFs between BmimCl sites are
shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information). The strong
electrostatic coupling is clear in the deep well of the Cl��
Mim+ potential, and the Cl��Cl� and Mim+�Mim+ pairs have
strongly repulsive CG potentials as expected. The other IL�IL
pairs have only weakly attractive CG potentials. Even though the
well depth of the most attractive BmimCl�glucan potential, the
OH�Cl� pair, is only�4 kcal/mol (Figure 4A), much less than
that of the Cl��Mim+ pair, �14 kcal/mol (Figure S3C,
Supporting Information), an overall reduction in free energy of
cellulose deconstruction can still be achieved as Cl� and Mim+

sites can exhibit strongly attractive or weakly attractive interac-
tions with glucose sites (Figures 4 and 5) while still coupling to
each other. The strong electrostatic coupling between anions and
cations thus allows colocalization of distinct molecular moieties
in BmimCl to interact with glucose residues for overcoming the
multifaceted interaction network in cellulose. Using coarse-grain
analysis to dissect force interactions reveals both the structures
and strengths of solvent�glucan coupling, thus enabling the
deduction of an unprecedented mechanistic understanding of
solvent-induced cellulose deconstruction.
3.5. Required Solvent Versatility for Overcoming Biomass

Recalcitrance.With a complex interaction network in crystalline
cellulose, an effective pretreatment solvent needs to disrupt both
the interchain and intersheet interactions therein. Dissecting
force interactions in simulation models reveals that water lacks
the driving forces to interact with Rng and LO sites, and the
coupling to equatorial OH and SC sites is only weakly attractive.
Therefore, water is a poor solvent for deconstructing cellulose.
Conversely, BmimCl has the versatility that Cl� anions have
strongly attractive interactions with hydroxyl groups and weakly
attractive interactions with side chains and sugar rings, and
cations have strongly attractive interactions with side chains as
well as linker oxygens. These results are summarized in Figure 6
to contrast the two solvents in cellulose deconstruction.
As neither anions nor cations alone cover all of the strongly

attractive interactions with glucose residues, their coupled ac-
tions are necessary, and the strong electrostatic coupling in IL
enables colocalization of different molecular moieties to target
glucose residues. For interchain interactions in cellulose, OH and
SC sites contain OH 3 3 3O donors and acceptors, and both the
anions and cations of BmimCl couple to these moieties. For
intersheet interactions, anions block CH 3 3 3O contacts by
interacting with equatorial OH and SC sites as well as coupling
to the Rng sites that contain CH 3 3 3Odonors, and Bmim cations
exhibit strongly attractive interactions with linker oxygens and
side chains. Versatility in interacting with glucose residues from
both the equatorial and axial sides with sufficient strength thus
emerges as the desired property in a pretreatment solvent to
deconstruct cellulose.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Converting lignocellulosic biomass into liquid fuels would be a
far more productive route for producing fuels if the strongly
interconnected structures of cellulose microfibrils could be
deconstructed more effectively. The recalcitrant interaction net-
work in cellulose originates from coupling between the equato-
rial and axial moieties of glucose residues. Both OH and SC
groups participate in forming interchain and intersheet interac-
tions with their hydroxyl groups, and sugar rings (donors) and
linker oxygens (acceptors) contribute to forming intersheet

interactions. To make the buried glycosidic bonds in cellulose
accessible for catalytic or enzymatic breakdown, a pretreatment
solvent needs to disrupt these interactions. Although certain ILs
were found to dissolve cellulose, the molecular forces that are
involved, especially the specific roles of anions and cations, are
largely unclear.7�17 The lack of mechanistic understanding
prevents breakthroughs and rational design in advancing pre-
treatment technologies.

By using coarse-grain analysis to acquire both the structures
and strengths of solvent�glucan interactions, we developed an
unprecedented mechanistic understanding of solvent-induced
cellulose deconstruction. The calculated water�glucan and
cation�glucan CG potentials depend on the state of cellulose
deconstruction, while the interactions associated with mono-
atomic Cl� anions are transferrable. Water molecules favorably
interactwith the hydroxyl and side-chain groups of glucose residues
in the peeled-off state but lack driving forces to interact with the
sugar rings and linker oxygens. Conversely, the BmimCl IL
demonstrates versatility in targeting glucose residues in cellulose.
Anions strongly interact with hydroxyl groups, and the coupling
of cations to side chains and linker oxygens is stronger in the
peeled-off state. In addition to enhancing anion�hydroxyl group
coupling, optimizing cations to target the side chains and linker
oxygens of glucose residues is also identified as a useful strategy
to optimize ILs for pretreating cellulose. Furthermore, the state
dependence of solvent�glucan CG potentials indicates that
specific stabilization and/or frustration of the different struc-
ture states of cellulose are also important design parameters in
engineering pretreatment solvents. Solvent components with
complex molecular structures such as water and BmimCl cation
tend to have more responsive CG potentials to the deconstruc-
tion state than the simple, monoatomic Cl� anion.
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